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AAS Ryukyu panel
Another success story! Many thanks to Professor Steve Rabson who organized and managed
the panel and to the panelists who pulled off
sterling performances. The panelists, in addition to Professor Rabson himsel-f, were Professors Eitetsu YamaguchLi,Rumiko Shinzato, Leon
Serafim and George deVos. The theme of the
panel was clear and coherent. (See the preconference announcernent, The Ryukyuanist N o .
12.) The presentations were harmonized into a
well-organized symphony of sophisticateddiscourses on the politics of language and culture
with special referenc,: to Ryukyuan-Japanese
relations.
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The modern Japanesestate, begun with the
Melji Restoration, faithfully replicated the
Western principles and practices of sovereign
nation-states, including international competition for imperialist expansion. As a latecomer on the 19th-century arena of competitive
international geopolitics, Japan had a reason
to fear for its own security. The 19th-century
strategy for national security which Japan
learned quickly was territorial expansion to
build rines of bulwarks around the homeland.
Rl'uklrr was the first Asian nation to fall prey to
Japan's geopolitical strategy in the imperial*
ist age.
Having acquired Ryukyu, Japan had to Japanize the Ryukyuans . Japanization implied the
eradication of Ryukyuan identity --- culture,
language, tradition, and all . The degree of
success in the Japanization of Rl-ukr.'uansaLmost
amounted to a cultural genocide; more politely,
homogenization and standardization of Ryulqruans
by moral and spiritual norms of imperial Japan.
The transculturation required of Ryukyuans, in
the extreme, included the embracing of a Japanese samurai cult of death, a totally alien
belief from Ryukyuan perspectives. The extent
to which Ryukyuans succumbed to the contradictory, but under certain circumstances, every
bit enticing, notion of an ennobline death at
one's own hand was a measureof Japan's success
in the Japanization of Ryukyuans. Thousands
.glorified themseives in this manner in the
Battle of Okinawa.

In New Orleans, we did not examine these
gruesome aspects of Japanization. There were
many topics that couLldbe discussed without
feeling too miserable at the same time. "Loss
of identity" was a sanitized rubric for covering (sometimes covering up) man]4 aspects of
ethnicity' s demise. \Are were aJter all scholars
whose motto was objiective analysis, and the
stage at which we were talking about Ryukl'u and
Japan was that of the venerable Association
for Asian Studies. If we failed, at times, to
conform to the most rigorous standards of
objectivity, that was when we implicitly allowed ourselves a bit of longing for the ethnic
and cuitural autonomy of Ryukyuans freed of
Japanesedomination.
'Taira
Even then, Koji
offered his bland
empirical law of Japano-Ryukyuan relations as
a sop for not making 1.oomuch fuss about Ryukl'uan independence.lfhis law said that historically there was an in'verse correlation between
Ryulqruan autonomy and Japanesestrengthi when
Japan was weak, R:'ukru was independenti when
Japanwas strong, Rvulrnr was swallowed up. We
observedthat at presr:nt, Japan was so strong
that the world was even talkine about the
possibility of a Pax Nipponica replacing the
declining Pax Americana. But then no hegemony
lasted forever. Should Japanesehegemony come
to its historic e,nd, then... ? Koji Taira
suddenly realized that he was saying something
treasonous which in the 1930swould have invited the Japanesethought police in. He did not
finish the' sentence. George deVos finished it
for him: "then watch out!" The audience was
enlivened.
A new page was added to ISRS history in New
Orleans. We look forward to many more pages of
ISRS achievements irr Ryukyuan studies.
32nd IS A annual conuention
The International Studies Association held
its 32nd annual convention in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, on March 20-23, 1991. An
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interesting panel was organized and presented
by ProfessorHiroshi Mommose (Hffi fr) of
Tsuda College, The theme of the panel was
"Small States in the Asia-Pacific Region."
Three papers were presented:
Untamo F. Neemis, University of South Pacific, "Smallness, Dependence,and Foreign Policy
Behavior: The Case of the Smallest Pacific
Island Microstates i "
JacquelineA. Braveboy-Wagner, City Coliege
of CLINY, "Options for Small Caribbean States in
the 1990s: The Pacific Connectionl" and
Koji Taira, University of Illinois, "The
Rise, Demise, and Restoration of a Small State:
The Case of Ryukyu."
Professor Kimitada Miwa (=4ft,A,H.) of
Sophia University discussed the papers.
Generally, smail states have been neglected
as serious topics for schoiarly research and
discourse. Apparently, scholarly worth as well
as reader interest correlates with the political importance of a topic. Some time ago, for
example, the reading world made Paul Kennedy s
The Rise and Fall of the Great Powers an instant best seller. Bigness is goodnesseven in
research.
Given the low payoff of research on smallness, why would anyone in his or her rieht mind
be interested in small things? Recently,
however, there have been a few exceptions to
the erip of bigness on public consciousness.
The representativeexample is E. F. Schumacher,
Small Is Beautifui, a best seller of the mid1970s.The book' s message: bigness is badness.
Much earlier, however, an unusual scholar
had worked out a generai theory of size, which
extolled the beauty and efficiency of small
states. Schumacher himseif acknowledges his
intellectual debt to him. The scholar is Leopold Kohr, and his representative work The
Breakdownof the Nations (1957) . When it was
first published, it was ignored by the reading
public as well as the academic world. It was
reissued in 1978. By then Small Is Beautiful

had become a standard of discourse and a keynote in public polic:r.
An "afterword" Kohr adds in the new edition
sums up his lifelong joys and frustrations on
account of his creative, if unorthodox, ideas.
A paragraph indicates what risks a schoiar of
his bent must bear'. To quote (p. 277):
Having urged smallness as a solution
t o t h e p r o b l em s o f b i g n e s s f o r f o u r
decades [the 1957 book was not Kohr's
first in this intr:llectual adventure], I
was considered a crank as far back as the
early 1940s. Not that I was ever disturbed by this. As E. F. Schumacher said
of his similar experience in the 1970s
before public opiinion became a little bit
more favorabiy djisposedtowards the idea:
'Some people
call me a crank. I don't
mind at all. A c:rank is a low-cost, lowcapital tool. It can be used on a rnoderate small scale. It is non-violent. And
it makes revolutions.'
What kind of tool is it? Wibster's says:
"[a crank is] a bent part of an axle or shaft or an
arm keyed at right an.glesto the end of a shaft
by which circular motion is imparted to or
received from the sha:ft or by which reciprocating motion is changed into circular motion or
vice versa. As a crank, the tool, starts
up revolutions of an engine, a crank, the
person, who has e,:centric ideas, stirs up
revolutions of society. Indeed, Small
Is Beautiful deprives bigness of goodness and
t u r n s i t j n t o b a d n e s s- a g o o d e x a m p l e o f
revolutions !
In world politics, the breakups of some large
states are in iine with Smatl Is Beautifut.
Althoueh there are also movements for integration of several states into a largen entity, it
is not necessarily inconsistent with Small Is
Beautiful. Growth through association does not
violate Small Is Bea:utiful if it is the result
of dialogue and persuasion, not the absorption
of the weaker by ther stronger states. If both
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ends and means are strictly democratic, the
results are consistent with Snall Is Beautiful.
is because democracy devolves
That
decision-making power on the smallest unit of
society, the most basic decision maker - the
individual. The aggregation or integration of
individual decisions, in so far as there are
benefits to be gained, can be in any size. The
message: smallnessis basic, good and beautiful; bigness has to justify itself at each step
of growth beyond smallness.
Existing political aggregations of individuals into states did not originate in free associations of the originally free and sovereign
individuals. These organized bodies existed
before individual freedom becamea moral imperative and a political principle. In the beginning, there was coercion, and coercion produced
over-sized states, empires. Thus individuals
had to fieht for their freedom from the pre*
existing large organizations. Ancient and
modern empires crumbled, but individuals have
never been free enough to do away with states.
On the other hand, states have over the years
adapted themselves to individual freedom. Where
states failed to do so, "revolutions" occurred
in search for an optimum size compatible with
freedom.
From this point of vi.ew, with the growth of
individual freedom all over the world. the
average size of a state wiil go down. Of
course, there is no single optimum size for all
a s s o c i a t i o n so f f r e e i n d i v i d u a l s . I t c a n b e
expected, however, that numerically, small
associationsshouid be predominant. Likewise,
small states should be the standard bearers of
the future organizations of people. A Ryulqruan
state may have its chance in due course as a
free association of individual Ryukyuans.
What language would Ryukyuans speak
in their new state ? On this question,
Professor Serafim has a lot of to say,
as in the following pages.

Prospectsfor the Suruiualof tke RWkWan
Langr,agethrough Standardizatian
by Leon A. Serafim
I start from an assumption that Ryukl'uan in
some form is worth sa,,zing. I should add that it
isn't my business to say what sort of a politi-

indeed Japanese enjoys that status now in the
Rl'ukl'us), and the declining language is used in

cal or sociai blueprint

language.

tion of the Ryukyuan

fewer situations, usually as a home or market

will effect the salva--

language or culture

it's simply not something that I know very much
about. What I and other linguists can contribute is suggestions as to how to proceed given

Language Planning and Language Policy Nations
manage their ianguages to varying degrees. Some
operate on the basis of consensus, with selfappointed experts and loose-knit networks of

certain perceived political eventualities.

educators and lexicographers keeping linguistic
Identity and Ethnicity In recognizing

ethnic

order. The United States springs immediately to

identity , difference rather than some clearly
definable positive characteristic is the most
important element. TfLus it is not a paramount

mind. Some exert more control,
Britain,

tional establishment decree what the standard

necessity that language itself be the defining
difference. Neverthele:ss language is very frequently perceiued as kreing a central differen*
tiator,

as in Japan or
where official media and the educa-

is. Many have official overseers of the lanqrre h zq t ho
srtAoo
A e a d o m i. o- ^
F -,r*a ,n,r i a r s e l n
France, which attempt to various degrees to

and indeed often functions as one.

influence usage, inciuding what might be cailed
"language purity," in which loanwords may be

Hierarchical

squelched in favor of words made up of native

as

Relatiotts of Languages Much
people dislike
egalitarian - minded

morphemes. Countries often have ministries or

contemplating it, nonetheless languages do displace each other, even though each language is
as good as any other language in carrying out

departments where standards for officiai language are worked out and promulgated throush

the necessities of a culture.

where the old official written

They

education and the media, such as in Greece,

often do

language was

r e p i a c e e a c h o t h e r b e ' c a u s eo f p o l i t i c s , s o c i e -

scrapped not long ago in favor of a written

ty, and economics. Frequently, declining languages stop being spoken in their culturally

variant of the spoken language. The South
Korean government has in the past few decades
attempted a purification of the Korean vocabu-

central areas, such as cities, and become
associated' with low-s,tatus activities, such as
farming and country ways. This in itself, in
modern societies, is prractically enough to seal

lary. And so on. I will make some suggestions
in what follows as to how some hard choices

their fate.

help to save some vestige of R:.'ukyuan language.

relating to a standardization of Ryukyuan may

The new language first comes in as a second
Languages and Hard Choices

language of a cultural elite in the cities, and

Multible Rlukyuan

acquires native-langtLage status among those
whose parents might rLot have spoken it native-

Ryukyuan

1y, but is still one of two languages spoken
natiuely. The ascendant language gains a foothold as the language of public discourse (as

of those languages are in the Outer Islands,
namely Miyakoan, Yaeyaman, and Yonagunian. The

-

is not one language. It is probably

four, though it is hard to know for sure. Three

fourth is Northern

A

-

R''uk)'uan,

spoken from the

southern tip of Okinavra to the northern tip of
Amami Ooshima (to be sure, some of its dialects
are mutually uninteliigible).
The Ryukyuan population is small, only between one and two milLion people. To attempt to
save every variety of ltyukyuan is to squander
the energy that might possibly saue just one
variety. You don't go zrroundtrpng to shore up
the speech of a few hundred or a few thousand
speakers. The variety that is targeted must be
taught throughout the livulrlrus, with the possible exception of Amami, which is in Kagoshima
Prefecture. This means that a commitment must
be made to letting ther other dialects fend for
themseives.
Choosingthe Base Langaage for Standardization
There is a Naha-basedlingua franca being used
at least in the area of the old Chuzan kingdom,
which is also the most heavily populated area
of the Ryukyus, and this variety is probably
understood throughout Okinawa. It is almost
identical to that of Shuri, the old de facto
standard of Ryukyu Kingdom. BecauseNaha is
both the cuitural and the population center of
the Ryukyus, its languageshould, then, serve
as the base for a new slandard Ryukyuan. Paradoxically, this language is also the most
weakenedand the most Japanized,but I don't
believe that anyone would seriously pUt forward
a dialect from any other area as a candidate
for the basis for standardization.
The Connectionto Potitics The Hawaiian Language is not faring well despite the good
wishes of the governmerntof the State of Hawaii
and considerable efforts in the education
establishment to resuscitate it. Can we hope
for anything better for Ryukyuan in a setting
where there is no independent Ryukyuan srate
and where Ryukyuan must co-exist with the
overwhelmingly stronger Japaneselanguage?
Bilingualism will almor;t surely lead to ioss of
Ryuk:.uan. Both Hawaiian and Irish are spoken by
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small, isolated communiti€s, and despite efforts to shore up both languages, those cornmunities are being swamped by the much more
powerful Enelish around them. For Irish, this
is true despite the political independence of
Ireland from Great Britain. The same is happening now in Ryukyuan, and naturally enough
the weakening of Ryukyuan is most advanced at
the center. The JapaneseMinistry of Education
is highly unlikely to allow the teaching of a
standard R5.rrlr5ruan,beyond the paltry few words
and phrases currently sprinkled into the curriculum by the educators in Okinawa.
Ryukyuan needs a playing field steeply inclined in its favor in order to survive. Even a
status equal to Japanesewill probably not suffice, if we look at the Irish case. Efforts to
integrate both Irish and English into. curricuia
there have barely changed anything.
What I am suggesting is that nothing short
of exclusive use of standardizedRyukyuan will
save it. This means that Rf,"ulry'uansmust gain a
great enough measure of sovereignty, if not
outright independence, to assure that Japanese
will become only a second language, a second
choice that people use only when traveling to
Japan or dealing with Japanesepeople. All
education must be in Ryukyuan, and Ryukyuan
must become the language of public as well as
private life.
Becausesuch a change requires a tremendous
commitment on the part of the entire popuiation, I consider it unlikely. If people are not
shown how their life will be bettered, including economically, they surely will not choose
to go back.
Aspects of a Standardized Ryukyuan Let us
assume that everything turns out in favor of
Ryukyuan. What doesit need in order to become
a full-fledged modern nationai language? It
needs a standard morphology (things such as
agreed-upon verb, adjective, and noun paradigms) , a standard syntax (that is, the way

sentences are strung toeether), and it needs
broad agreement on th,e membership of the lexicon and meanings of inidividual words. This wiII
be the easy part. Plenty of treatments of Shuri
and Naha vocabulary, morphology, and syntax
already exist, and a duly constituted body,
such as the present Okinawa Center for Language Studies, would probably make short of
such matters.
Probably the single most vexine problem will
be the re-establisheme;ntof a written language.
While this also invol.res the establishment of
written versus spoken styie, in what follows I
will focus upon the bricks rather than the
house, that is, upon letters and spelling.
The simplest choice is to pick a romanization scheme. It would be easy to corne up with
spelling rules for the language, and it would
be very easy to tr:ach, after the initial
changeover, during which many complaints about
the difficuity of romanizatron would undoubtedly be heard.
There is a de facto written standard, in
marginal use for writing the classical language
of Kumidori(fE ffi ) (musical plays) andRwka (ffi{rt)
(Ryul$'uan songs). Onty a small cadreof intellectuals knows it. It is a cumbersome historical
orthography, and it r:Ltiiizesa mixture of hiragano, or syllabary letrters, and hanji, or logographs. As such it res;emblesthe pre-war Japanese orthography. The:re is an even older system
seen only in the earliest, archaic documents
and stone inscriptions, consisting almost
entirely of hiragann. Note that Ryukyuans of
the fifteenth and sixteenth century bareiy felt
the need for kanji to write their own language.
Anyone who lcrows sormemodern Okinawan knows
that hiragana are ilL suited to writing it,
save through the heavy use of digraphs, requiring the memorization of quite a number of
special writing conventions. Any choice in
favor of using straight Japanese hiragann will
require the standardization of such conven-

tions. Various iinguists have come up with
their own schemes.
Funatsu Yoshiaki (ffii+t?EE) has written a book,
Utsu.hushii
Okirnun rn kotoba"*LL.f*mOE*",
in which he creates new hiragana by fusing
existing ones, and then develops a system of
speiling for Okinawan. This is certainly a
viable approach, since it adapts hiragana for
Ryukyuans.
Unfortunately Funatsu also adopts a mixed
kanji -hiragarn orthogr aphy, no doubt infl uenced
by Japanese.This is not at all necessary, and
shouid be dispensed with in favor of a system
utilizing spaces between words. While some
Japanesemight sneer at such a system as resembling the one they use to teach children to
read, Ryulqruans should be undeterred, recognizine that to give in to Japanesecriticism would
saddle them with the same heaw burden that the
Japanesethemselves now shoulder.
If Ryukyuan is to be saved, then it
Cotrclusion
must be done not only by alarmed intellectuais,
but also by the will of ordinary people, in
using the language in all aJfairs, from kitchen
to university podium, from village religious
ritual to big-city television program, even to
movies. Efforts are already underway, though
not orchestrated. Takamine Go (Hffi ffiU)has made
two full-length movies in Okinawan language
with the help of sympathetic Japanesebackers,
and one of those movies, "Untama Giru," won the
Grand Prize at the Hawaii Film Festival last
year. Funatsu has published his book. Intellectuals and professors debate schemesfor independence and sovereignty.
For the sake of the resurrection of Ryukl'uan
language, scholars must band together and beein
the process of language standardization even
without the prospects of either sovereignty or
independence.No one can guarantee success,
but, we may say: "Maybe damned if you do,
definitely damned if you don' t. "
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Dr. Stinchecumin PHI' Intersect
Dr. Amanda Mayer S1-inchecumis ah indefatigable writer and speaker about Rl'ukyu, recently
with an increasing conr:entration on Ryukyuan
textiles. She works at both professional and
popular levels. She upholds hish academic and
literary standards even when she addresses
general readers. Her recent feature article in
PHP Intersecl(December 1990) is no exception.
The article is entitled "A Weave Apart. Textiles Tell the Story of Okinawa' s Past, "
Dr. Perkins publishe.san encycloDedia
Dr. Dorothy Perkins, a specialist in lDast
Asian religious studiesi, has just prfbiished a
one -volume Encyclopea'ia
of lapan. It is a comprehensive, accessible reference to all facets
of Japan. With extensive cross-referpnces,an
exhaustive index and biblioeraphy, it contains
more than fifty illustral.ions, charts and maps.
It defines and explains more than 1,000 terms
and concepts pertaining to Japan on a wide
range of subjects, including: art and artists,
geographic features, reiigions and religious
shrines and temples, foods, entertainment,
government and politics, leading contemporary
and historical figures, hobbies and sports,
emperors and the imperial court, holidays and
festivals, businessand industry, literary
figures, wars, and the performing arts. There
are severai weII-written entries on topics
related to Ryukyu/Okirrawa.
For details, contact: Herman Baron, DIANE
Publishing Co. , 600 Upland Ave., Upland, PA
190015i tel., (2I5) 499-74151Fax, 215-4997429.
Mr. Dauid Linden on 1)he Daily Okinawan
Il,tr. Linden, introduced to the ISRS
mem bership in The RyukyuanislN o. 12,
landed on Okinawa in -January 7947 and left in
N,{arch1948. Though still in his teens, he was on
the staff of The Daily Okfunwandoing a man's
job. Upon The Ryukyu,a,nist's
request, he offers
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the foilowing recollections on The Dailv Okinawan.)
Thz Daily Okinnwanwas located in Futenma,
just a few hundred yards from the shrine. We
lived and worked (including our printing press
and other equipment) in a group of about four
or five buildings that had been an agricultural
school, or something eise of a similar civic
nature. Shortly after the U. S . military invasion, these buildings were the headquarters of
the 96th Infantry Division, and there may have
been some other military unit in there Derween
then and February 1, 1946, when the paper began
publication. To locate it further, if one were
to drive down the road from RYKOM (the
military commandheadquartersup on the hill, where
there now is the Armed Forces Broadcasting
Center, and also housing for Agnericans
working/stationed on Okinawa) the road wouid
pass the Futenma Shrine. Just past the shrine,
there was another road that went left and took
one to Shuri and then into Naha. The entrance
to The Daily Okinawan compound was on this
road, just past the point where it branched off
from the other one. There is a hieh school on
the property now but the tree on the school
grounds is the same one that was growing there
in 1947i I believe I have a picture of myself
taken under that tree back then.
I remember Norman A. (Pop) Porteri he was
known as Pop to everyone and he wrote an occasional opinion-piece column for the paper under
the title, "Pop' s Popovers." Pop porter was one
of the original staf{ of the paperi he was a
sergeant. In July 1946, he took his discharge
on Okinawa and went to work for the Military
Government as the Administrative Assistant-effectively, a civilian in charge of the paper.
I don't remember whether he was still in that
position when I joined the paper in early
February 1947, but I do remember that sometime
thereafter he was working at some other job in
Vlilitary Government, but still contributing his
column. Pop's wife and daughter were with him

on Okinawa and all three were there when I left
in March 1948.
I don't Know what Pop Porter's background
was but I am reasonably certain he was a newspaperrnanbefore he enl.eredthe Armyi he was too
good at what he did to have suddenly discovered
a talent, he had to have honed his skiils over
time. I also have a recollection that he was
"olderi" keep in mind, of course, that I was
18-years-old so if he had been 35, say, he
would have seemedancient to me. There probably
was more of a generational gap between me and
Pop, and betweenPop and others of my co-staffers, than there was a hierarchicai one. I' ve
often wondered what happenedto Pop. I doubt
that he's still alive but if he were, and I
could see him, I would truly enjoy having a
drink with him in memory of good times in the
past.
More member news
Shinichi Kyan chaired a Rl'ukyu panel at the
Honolulu meeting of the Associatio:n of Japanese
Business Studies in Ja.nuary(see The Rlukyuanrcl No. 11). Upon return to Okinawa, he con*
tributed a three-part essay to the Okinawa
Times (2/26-28/9I) on his impressions of the
conference and his fr,rrther thoughts on resort
development, which wzs the theme cf the Rvukyu
panel.
A recent issue of ll'Le Journal of Asian Studies (vol.50, no. 1, F'ebruary1991) contains a
review of Steve Rabsrrn, Okinawa: Two Postwar
Nouellas (Berkeley: University of California
Institute of East Asian Studies, 1989). The
reviewer is Professor David Fahy of the University of California, Davis. The two noveilas
Steve has translated are Oshiro Tatsuhiro' s

Kakuterupdt| (7967) and Higashi Mineo' s Okiynw a n o s h o n e n( 1 9 7 1 ) .
About Steve's translation, the reviewer
says, among other things: "Rabson generally
succeedsquite well in his departures from the
Iiteral Japaneseto discover natural Enelish
expressionscorresponding to the sense of the
Japanese." (p. 162)
On the significance of these novellas, the
reviewer adds a thought-provoking comment.
"Komesu Okifumi, a Yeats scholar in Okinawa,
has borrowed the mfih of Leda and the Swan to
argue that Okinawa, like Leda, must take from
her ravisher not just the violence but also the
knowledge and fertilization consequent to her
brutalization. Wlthout these, Kornesu knows,
Okinawa can never hope to move beyond the
status of the oppressed.Neither wili America,
we might argue, move beyond the status of the
oppressor until it can gain wisdom from the
fruits of its brutalizations. For the brutaliz*
ing of Okinawa, these stories by Oshiro and
Higashi are a good place to start." (p. 163)
Steve Rabson has contributed to the growth
of public consciousnessof Ryukl'uan Studies in
a new way. On April 18, 1991, at the Mansfield
Freeman C-enterfor East Asian Studies, Wesleyan
University, he gave a public lecture entitled
"Okinawan writers : Refuting Japan's 'Homogeneity' ."
Kiyoshi Nakachi has completed a report on
the state of Ryukl'uan studies in North America
which he surveyed last year. He traveled
throughout the U.S., Canada, and Hawaii with
the help of a grant from the Okinawa Prefecture
government. The report is a contribution to
international exchanges of information on
Ryukyuan Studies.
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